We present a detailed numerical investigation of five nonlinear materials and their properties regarding photon-pair creation using parametric downconversion. Periodic poling of ferroelectric nonlinear materials is a convenient way to generate collinearly propagating photon pairs. Most applications and experiments use the well-known potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO 4 , ppKTP) and lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 , ppLN) crystals for this purpose. In this article we provide a profound discussion on the family of KTP-isomorphic nonlinear materials, including KTP itself but also the much less common CTA (CsTiOAsO 4 ), KTA (KTiOAsO 4 ), RTA (RbTiOAsO 4 ) and RTP (RbTiOPO 4 ). We discuss in which way these crystals can be used for creation of spectrally pure downconversion states and generation of crystal-intrinsic polarisation-and frequency entanglement. The investigation of the new materials disclosed a whole new range of promising experimental setups, in some cases even outperforming the established materials ppLN and ppKTP.
Introduction
Photon-pair generation by spontaneous parametric downconversion (SPDC), a nonlinear process where a high-energy photon (mostly referred to as pump) decays into two low-energy photons (signal and idler ), is a convenient approach to realise heralded singlephoton sources or quantum entanglement, vital for photonic quantum-information applications. In particular, SPDC in periodically poled nonlinear media allows for collinear propagation and therefore high collection efficiencies. This technique is often referred to as quasi-phase-matching (QPM). Popular nonlinear crystals suited for periodic poling are potassium titanyl phosphate (KTiOPO 4 , ppKTP), lithium niobate (LiNbO 3 , ppLN) and lithium tantalate (LiTaO 3 , ppLT).
Most applications of photon-pair generation require a high spectral quantum purity which is equivalent to frequency-uncorrelated photon pairs. However, in general, SPDC states do contain frequencyentanglement which, when one of the substates is traced out (i.e. by detection of one photon), puts the other one into a mixed state. In order to remove these correlations in the joint spectral distribution, many experiments use narrow bandpass filters [1] or single-mode fibres [2] which only transmit the uncorrelated parts of the spectrum. This obviously comes with a drastic decrease in count rates and heralding efficiency since a large quantity of generated photons is discarded. As an alternative approach, the SPDC process can be carefully designed such that the generated SPDC state is a priori frequency-uncorrelated, hence no filtering is required in order to obtain high purity [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . This, however, is only feasible in a closed set of special cases, i.e. specific crystals allow for intrinsically pure SPDC states only at particular wavelength-and polarisation configurations. In addition, recently, three proposals have been suggested [16] [17] [18] and implemented [19] in which the joint spectral distribution is shaped by a particular custom fabrication of the poled crystals. Due to the early stage of development, it is difficult to evaluate the challenges in the fabrication process of identical crystals and therefore in the generation of independent identical photons.
riodically poled crystals, we very recently demonstrated a way to generate photonic entanglement which is both very simplistic and efficient [20] . Up to now, efficient generation of collinear entangled photon pairs required either two periodically poled crystals [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] or, alternatively, one single crystal pumped from two directions simultaneously [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . Our novel approach uses only one unidirectionally pumped ppKTP crystal which drastically simplifies the experimental setup without any compromise in count rates or entanglement visibility. While a comparable concept has been proposed and demonstrated for modal phase-matching on non-birefringent Braggreflection waveguides [31, 32] , our method benefits from the relatively easy and widespread fabrication of quasi-phase-matching structures (cost-efficient, insusceptible to fabrication errors) and the accurate spatial and spectral overlap of multiple decay channels (high brightness and entanglement visibility). It is based on the observation that a periodically poled crystal with a given grating constant, pumped with a given wavelength, can allow for two SPDC processes simultaneously, each exploiting its own quasi-phasematching order-an effect we refer to as collinear double-downconversion (CDDC). Unfortunately, this method only allows for a limited set of possible wavelength configurations, depending on the material properties of the respective nonlinear crystal. This means that, although there is a large set of possible realisations, the generated wavelengths cannot be chosen completely arbitrarily. However, the more nonlinear materials available, the greater is the repertory of possible configurations.
In the past we performed extensive numerical investigations of well-known optical materials to find out to what extent they support the above mentioned techniques of frequency-uncorrelated SPDC states [3] and intrinsic entanglement [20] . We found a large set of a priori pure downconversion processes in ppKTP, ppLN and ppLT, encompassing all polarisation configurations and various wavelength regimes. As for intrinsic entanglement by CDDC, we showed that ppKTP allows for numerous entangled-photon wavelengths in the near-and mid-infrared as well as in the telecom regime.
Lately, we started to extend the search for intrinsically pure SPDC states to other nonlinear materials, namely CTA (CsTiOAsO 4 ), KTA (KTiOAsO 4 ), RTA (RbTiOAsO 4 ) and RTP (RbTiOPO 4 ) [33] . Being isomorphic to KTP, these crystals all share similar properties [34] . Like KTP they belong to the mm2 point group [35] , they have a similar transparency range and nonlinear tensor. Moreover, being ferroelectric materials, they allow for periodic poling just as KTP does. In our recent article we presented the results of our numerical investigations of these materials, focusing on the important special case of frequency-degenerate and spectrally indistinguishable type-II downconversion with high spectral purity. For the present work, using our software QPMoptics [36] , we investigated the properties of the KTP isomorphs more thoroughly, searching for inherently pure states in all possible polarisationand wavelength configurations, including the nondegenerate ones. Moreover, we studied their suitability for the above-mentioned approach for intrinsicentanglement generation. In conjunction with [3] (ppLN, ppLT, ppKTP) the present article provides a comprehensive reference of a total of seven different optical media and in which way they can be used to generate pure photon states and/or intrinsic entanglement. 
Effective Nonlinear Coefficient
highlighting the role of quantum purity P ∈ [0, 1] and distinguishability ∆ ∈ [0, 1] 1 . When the interfering photons originate from two identical sources, the purities coincide (P A = P B =: P ) and the visibility simplifies to
where ∆ ≥ 0 when the signal of one pair interferes with the idler of another and ∆ = 0 when the corresponding photons of two pairs interfere (say, the two signal photons when the idler is used for heralding). Therefore, for identical heralded-photon sources the distinguishability does not play a role and the visibility depends on the purity only. The purity of a quantum state ρ is given by the trace of its square: P = Tr(ρ 2 ). For a pure bipartite system |Ψ AB , expressed in terms of a Schmidt decomposition
1 The matrix norm in (1) indicates the Frobenius norm: ρ = Tr(ρ † ρ).
the purity of the substates is equivalent to the sum of the squared Schmidt coefficients:
where K ≥ 1 is referred to the Schmidt number, a convenient measure for the entanglement in a bipartite system. The above equation illustrates nicely the relation between purity and entanglement. In a highly entangled state there will be many non-zero coefficients λ in the Schmidt decomposition, yielding a high degree of entanglement K and therefore low purity P . Conversely, in a factorable state there is only one nonvanishing coefficient λ = 1, yielding minimal entanglement K = 1 and maximal purity P = 1. Thus, a high spectral purity (as required for high interference visibilities) is equivalent to low spectral correlations of the interfering substates. The Schmidt coefficients of a downconversion state |Ψ can be obtained numerically by a singular-value decomposition (SVD) [4] of the joint spectral amplitude (JSA) which is the product of the pump amplitude µ and the quasi-phase-matching (QPM) amplitude ψ:
The QPM amplitude reads
Here L is the length of the nonlinear crystal and ∆k m is the wave-vector difference
where n represents the refractive index, Λ is the poling period of the crystal, m is an odd integer referred to as QPM order, and we used energy conservation ω p = ω s +ω i . Quasi-phase-matching is achieved when the sinc function in Equation (6) equals one, hence when ∆k m = 0. Experimentally, we are not able to observe amplitudes directly. We therefore introduce the Schmidt number of the joint spectral intensity K JSI , obtained by an SVD of
The QPM condition ∆k m = 0 needs to be met in order to generate a measurable output radiation with the desired wavelengths. On top of that, in order to allow for the generation of spectrally uncorrelated photon pairs, an SPDC setup needs to fulfil the group-velocity-matching (GVM) condition. GVM can be achieved in two different ways: The first way is to match the group velocity of the pump photons with the group velocity of either the signal or the idler photons; in the second way the group velocity of the pump photons coincides with the average group velocity of the signal-and idler photons. The quality of GVM can be quantified by the dispersion parameter D [40] :
depending on whether the pump velocity is matched to the signal velocity (top line) or the idler velocity (bottom line). GD represents the respective group delay, hence the inverse group velocity in the optic medium. The two different ways of GVM yield
A dispersion parameter of D = 1 corresponds to the QPM envelope amplitude ψ being diagonally aligned in the λ s -λ i plane. This allows for a circular-shaped JSA, as required by multiphoton experiments where signal and idler are supposed to be spectrally pure and indistinguishable. Note, however, that maximal spectral indistinguishability of signal and idler to a certain degree compromises the state's purity and vice versa. This is due to the side lobes of the sinc function in the QPM amplitude ψ which are maximally correlated due the diagonal orientation of ψ. This impairment limits the intrinsic purity achievable with D = 1 to P ∼ 0.83. On the other hand, when the GVM condition D = 0 is met, ψ is aligned horizontally or vertically in the wavelength plane, therefore carrying no spectral correlations. This gives rise to an intrinsic purity of P > 0.96. However, this configuration does not allow for spectral indistinguishability (even when the centre wavelengths are the same) since the pump amplitude µ and ψ will never intersect orthogonally which will result in unequal signal and idler bandwidths. While D = 1 is preferred for multiphoton experiments, GVM with D = 0 is clearly favourable for heralded-photon sources where spectral indistinguishability between signal and idler is not a requirement.
The two ways of group-velocity matching are illustrated via examples in Figure 1 . Due to the differing bandwidth signal and idler are easily distinguishable which is a drawback for multiphoton experiments but irrelevant for heralding purposes.
Designing an experimental setup that generates photons of high intrinsic purity is only possible in specific configurations of wavelengths, polarisations and nonlinear crystal, where either D ∼ 0 or D ∼ 1. On top of that, once such a configuration is found, the length of the crystal has to be matched to the spectral bandwidth of the pump laser (especially for the case D ∼ 1), as illustrated in Figure 2 . A long crystal combined with a broadband laser will generate frequency-correlated daughter photons. Conversely, a short crystal and narrow-bandwidth laser will result in anti-correlated spectra. Both cases undermine the purity of the generated photon states.
Even in cases where the experimentally observed spectral distribution of signal and idler is almost uncorrelated (K JSI ≤ 1.01), interference visibilities might still be undermined due to correlations in the JSA [41] . These spectral correlations are introduced by side lobes in the JSA, caused by the sinc function in the QPM amplitude ψ. These side lobes are suppressed in the JSI by squaring of the JSA, as depicted in Figure 3 . Although the actual HOM visibility depends on the factorability of the JSA, it nonetheless makes sense to pay attention to K JSI as well, since a low Schmidt number of K JSI ≤ 1.01 indicates that the main peak of the joint spectral distribution is factorable and the purity is undermined by the side lobes only. These side lobes, however, can be removed by bandpass filtering under relatively low intensity loss, as illustrated by an example in Figure 4 . In this particular example identical Gaussian-shape bandpass filters with ideal transmission (100 %) on each photon are considered for a particular QPM process, i.e. 791 nm (o) −→ 1582 nm (o) + 1582 nm (e). As shown in the plot, the purity extracted from the HOM visibility between independent photons increases by cutting the side lobes of the joint spectrum through the filters while introducing a reasonable amount of loss and therefore maintaining high count rates. While for this example we assumed identical filters in each of the four arms of two SPDC sources, we have shown previously that already two out of four possible filters are able to enhance the purity substantially [42] . In the remainder of this article, we speak of 'intrinsically pure' SPDC when K JSI ≤ 1.01, hence when high purity can be achieved without or with very low-loss filtering.
Note that the simulations in this article do not include a study of the spatial correlations between the downconverted photons. These become relevant when the photons are collected via single mode fibres in order to be processed and detected. Taking the spatial correlations into account [2, 40, [43] [44] [45] , it is possible to cut the side lobes of the JSA directly through spatial filtering of the single-mode coupling: Assuming the pump beam has a large waist at the centre of the crystal, one can find the specific configuration of single mode fibres and coupling lenses for which the spatial correlations increase and the frequency correlations reduce. Increasing the beam waist decreases the total coupling efficiency and therefore, in a similar way to the bandpass-filtering approach, one should find the optimal design for high purity and count rates as required by the experiment.
This section provides a collection and discussion of configurations in which uncorrelated spectra can in principle be achieved-provided matched laser bandwidth and crystal length. The calculations are based on the dispersion equations and other material properties of KTP, CTA, KTA, RTA and RTP [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Note that only type-0 and type-II downconversion is mentioned since, according to our calculations, KTP and its isomorphs do not allow for intrinsically pure states at type-I SPDC (signal and idler parallelly polarised, but orthogonally with respect to the pump). However, pure states generated by type-I downconversion are possible using periodically poled lithium niobate and lithium tantalate [3] .
Type 0
When signal and idler are not required to be orthogonally polarised (i.e. in non-degenerate SPDC processes), type-0 downconversion is often preferred over other polarisation configurations due to higher effective nonlinearities and hence greater pair-generation rates. Figures 5 to 9 describe type-0 SPDC processes which allow for high intrinsic purity when the crystal length and pump pulse duration are mutually matched. The plots on the left hand side depict pump-and signal-wavelength combinations for which a Schmidt number K JSI smaller than or equal 1.01 is possible. The plots on the right hand side illustrate the very same states (each colour representing a particular pump wavelength), but with respect to the poling period Λ of the nonlinear crystal. Unfortunately, as the plots illustrate, high intrinsic purity at type-0 SPDC is only allowed for in rather unfavourable wavelength configurations where the signal or/and idler photon are too long-waved to be processed and detected efficiently.
Type II
Many experiments require photon pairs of orthogonal polarisation, allowing e.g. for an easy separation of the pairs into different spatial modes and generation of polarisation entanglement. Find in this section a collection of intrinsically pure type-II downconversion states, depicted in Figures 10 to 14 . The grey line on the left graphs represents the important special case of frequency-degenerate downconversion. These configurations are more deeply investigated, in terms of purity and indistinguishability, in Section 3.2.1. The plots on the right side indicate that for all five ma-(a) JSA= µψ; D ≈ 1, P = VHOM ∼ 0.83 . This, however, requires the QPM amplitude ψ to be aligned diagonally in the wavelength plane (c) with the side lobes of the sinc function being maximally spectrally correlated. This limits the maximal purity for spectrally indistinguishable SPDC states to P = V HOM ∼ 0.83. On the other hand, when the QPM amplitude µ is aligned more vertically (f) the side lobes are less spectrally correlated which allows for a higher purity of P > 0.96, but for the price of undermined indistinguishability and therefore signalidler-interference visibility V HOM ∼ 0. The white curves in the insets illustrate the spectral intensity distribution of signal (horizontal axis) and idler (vertical axis). Although signal and idler are spectrally indistinguishable for any pair of τ and L, a high intrinsic purity (i.e. frequencyuncorrelated daughter photons) can only be obtained by mutual matching of the two. A short-pulsed (and therefore broadband) laser pumping a long crystal will generate frequency-correlated spectra (left inset); a long-pulsed (hence narrowband) laser in a short crystal will produce anti-correlated signal and idler (right inset). The top and bottom inset represent spectrally uncorrelated SPDC states, achieved by appropriate matching of pulse duration and crystal length. (A similar figure has been previously published in [3] and was modified for this article.) terials there is a set of wavelength configurations for which the required poling period approaches infinity. This interesting feature allows for collinear and intrinsically pure SPDC in bulk crystals with no periodic poling required (closer investigated in Section 3.2.2).
Frequency-degenerate SPDC
Photon pairs with the same centre wavelength but orthogonal polarisation find many applications in quantum optics. As illustrated in the previous section, each crystal comes with a large set of possible spectrally pure and frequency-degenerate SPDC states. However, there is for each material only one point where the exact same centre wavelength and spectral bandwidth can be achieved, hence where the dispersion parameter D (9) equals one. These configurations of maximal spectral indistinguishability can be regarded as material constants of the respective nonlinear crystals. Figures 15 and 16 depict the maximally achievable purity and HOM visibility for frequency-degenerate downconversion with respect to the pump wavelength. The graphs illustrate that minimal indistinguishability ∆ does not correspond to maximal spectral purity P . This is due to the spectral correlations carried by the side lobes of the sinc function in the QPM amplitude.
Pure States w/o Periodic poling
As indicated by Figures 10 to 14 , for each of the investigated materials there is a domain where intrinsically pure type-II SPDC can be achieved with crystals of infinite poling period Λ, i.e. for crystals which are not periodically poled at all. This brings of course the advantage of cost-efficient experimental solutions since the elaborate manufacturing of ferroelectric poling in micrometer domains becomes obsolete. The possible configurations allowing for this approach are depicted in Figures 17 and 18 . For most setups the accessible signal and/or idler wavelengths are beyond 2 µm, a regime which is-while invisible for up-to-date Si-or InGaAs photo diodes-currently approached by superconducting nanowire detectors [53, 54] . However, as illustrated in Figure 17 , CTA makes up a pleasant exception: According to our simulations, bulk (hence not periodically poled) CTA allows for the generation of intrinsically pure and frequency degenerate type-II SPDC in the popular telecom regime 775 nm (o) −→ 1550 nm (o) + 1550 nm (e).
Intrinsic Entanglement
Until very recently the generation of entangled photon pairs using collinear SPDC required an elaborate setup, involving at least two superimposed beam paths [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] or a periodically poled crystal with alternating poling periodicities [55, 56] . In our recent paper [20] we demonstrated a novel method to generate photonic frequency-and polarisation entanglement, using only one unidirectionally pumped crystal with uniform poling period. Our method is based on the fact that a periodically poled nonlinear crystal with grating constant Λ, pumped by a laser with centre wavelength λ p , can provide phase-matching for two different SPDC processes simultaneously, referred to as collinear double downconversion (CDDC). The poling period required to support a given downconversion configuration obeys
In principle, two different pairs of signal and idler wavelength λ s1 , λ i1 and λ s2 , λ i2 can yield a momentum difference ∆k of equal magnitude but opposite sign. This will, according to the above equation, lead to the same periodicity Λ, however with one SPDC process exploiting the QPM order m = 1 and for the other m = −1. Now, under careful choice of experimental parameters, two simultaneous downconversion processes can generate photon pairs with coinciding wavelengths but opposite polarisation:
where the corresponding wave numbers k = 2πn/λ fulfil the relation
Considering that in each pair one photon is shortwaved (blue, B) and the other one long-waved (red, R), we obtain the polarisation-and wavelengthentangled state
which was successfully experimentally demonstrated in [20] . This method is however only allowed for by particular nonlinear crystals, each supporting a finite set of possible wavelength configurations. on the x-axis, there is one given pump wavelength λ p which generates daughter photons with wavelengths λ B and λ R , each coming in horizontal and vertical polarisation. The graphs show that for long periods Λ the signal and idler wavelength become more and more similar. This is beneficial for the entanglement visibility since relative differences of the group delays due to wavelength dispersion become neglectable. Furthermore, the left inset in Figure 20 (a) illustrates that for smaller Λ the two SPDC processes generate photons with interchangeable centre wavelengths but different spectral bandwidths. This introduces a certain degree of spectral distinguishability which undermines the entanglement visibility, an impairment which can be overcome by insertion of a bandpass filter in one channel. However, as suggested by the insets in Figure 19 and Figure 20 (a), for larger periods Λ the bandwidths become very similar, therefore allowing for high indistinguishability even without bandpass filtering.
It turns out that, as illustrated in Figure 19 , the material ppCTA offers the convenient opportunity to generate entangled photons with similar bandwidth (hence no filtering required) and low relative group delay ((∆GD) si ≈ 0.2 ps/mm) with both photons in the telecom band. , which is not only of interest due to the telecom wavelengths but also due to similar bandwidths and group delay in the crystal, allowing for high entanglement visibility and brightness (since no bandpass-filtering is required). However, as these wavelengths lie around 1.1 µm, they are difficult to detect with commonly used Si-or InGaAs detectors-a drawback which can be overcome by using ppCTA, as seen in Figure 19 . (Figure (a) has been previously published in [20] .)
Conclusion
In conclusion, we presented a profound numerical evaluation of five nonlinear materials, KTP (KTiOPO 4 ), CTA (CsTiOAsO 4 ), KTA (KTiOAsO 4 ), RTA (RbTiOAsO 4 ) and RTP (RbTiOPO 4 ), and the opportunities they offer in terms of spectrally pure downconversion states and entanglement generation.
In particular, we found that CTA allows for the generation of collinear photon pairs with degenerate telecom wavelength 1550 nm, orthogonal polarisation and high spectral purity at the same time-all this without the need for ferroelectric periodic poling. As a second remarkable feature of this material, we showed that periodically poled CTA can be used for the compact and efficient generation of polarisation-and frequency-entangled photon pairs with high visibility in the telecom regime. In addition, we numerically investigated the relation of purity and Hong-Ou-Mandel visibility and modelled the effects of bandpass filtering in terms of intensity loss and quantum performance. We believe that this work can be a helpful resource to any experimentalist who uses periodically poled nonlinear crystals in order to generate highlyperforming photon pairs. As we hope, this article will act as an incentive to further investigate and manufacture the more exotic nonlinear materials CTA, KTA, RTA and RTP.
